2019 VOICE MEDIA GROUP INTERNSHIPS

VOICE MEDIA GROUP, publisher of alternative-weekly newspapers and websites, has dynamic internship opportunities available at its family of publications.

From Phoenix to Miami, VMG is known for authoritative daily reporting, long-form feature writing, investigative journalism and cutting-edge cultural coverage. Our interns don’t go for coffee or do grunt work — they work with experienced editors to write and report stories, along with occasional special project assignments.

VMG has a long history of developing young talent, and we view our Rebele internships as part of that tradition. Interns should have polished writing skills, a reliable work ethic, an insatiable curiosity about what makes America’s urban centers tick, and, above all, a willingness to roll up their sleeves and report.

Interns generally work about 20 hours per week, but schedules can be adjusted to accommodate more or fewer hours. Internships generally last thirteen weeks. Although our internships typically focus on hard news, opportunities are also available for applicants who have distinguished themselves by developing expertise in food, music or arts coverage.

Interested applicants should send a cover letter, resume and five best writing samples to:

Andy Van De Voorde
Executive Associate Editor
Voice Media Group
andy.vandevoorde@voicemediagroup.com

Email applications are encouraged, but hard-copy applications will also be accepted at: 969 Broadway, Denver, CO 80203

Summer Rebele Application Deadline: April 1, 2019

Internships are unpaid, but Stanford students are eligible to receive Rebele Funding of up to $5,000.